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1. Course Portfolio Objective
The course I am providing a portfolio for is BSEN/AGEN 344 (see Appendix A for syllabus) 
which is a required course for all our undergraduate students. The Department provides an 
assessment for the course to align itself with the ABET’s Accreditation Process. I taught the 
course in Spring 2012 adapting a new Team Based Learning Approach. I have three main 
objective from my portfolio: (1) refine my methods in documenting the linkage between my 
course goals and assessment measures, (2) document the efficacy of team based learning 
approach, (3) refine team based learning approach for  the current course and adapt the approach 
to future courses, if applicable.  
I chose to write my portfolio on BSEN/AGEN 344. Biological and Environmental Transport 
Process which is a required course for junior and senior students where the students already took 
considerable number of courses in their major. At an early stage of instructing the course, I 
should capture the students’ interest in the course and have them critically think of how to link it 
to their discipline. I taught this course once (Spring 2013) and because of it is a large enrollment 
(80 students), I adapted a team based learning approach. The key idea of team-based learning is 
to divide a large class into small high performance learning teams that can dramatically enhance 
the quality of student learning. In this year, I assigned the students into smaller groups (6 or 7 
students) and gave them assigned seating so they can work together for the entire semester. I 
conducted several surveys to assess how well the approach was viewed by the students. 
2. Description of Course
a. Course Goals
This the only required introductory course in the Department on the topic of heat and mass 
transfer with the title of BSEN/AGEN 344: Biological and Environmental Transport Processes. 
The course provides and introduction to concurrent transport of energy and mass in biological 
and environmental processes.  Modes of heat transfer, steady and non-steady state heat 
conduction, convective heat transfer, and radiative heat transfer.  Introduction to equilibrium, 
kinetics, and modes of mass transfer, diffusion, dispersion, and convective mass transfer.  
Includes soil freezing and thawing, energy and mass balances of crops, diffusivities of 
membranes, animal energy balances, respiration, and photosynthesis. 
b. Enrollment/Demographics
The course is open to all BSEN and AGEN students. The course is required to obtain an 
undergraduate degree in Biological Systems Engineering/ Agricultural Engineering. The course 
has two Prerequisites (Math 221, BSEN 244 or MECH 200) and one Co-Requisites (CIVE 310, 
MECH 310, or CHME 332). The course is offered in the Spring Semester with a typically large 
enrollment (>60). Most students enrolled in the course are seniors or juniors 
3. Course objectives
a) Course goals
The course main objective is to contribute to transforming the students to well-rounded engineers 
with the necessary skills to research and solve complex problems in their discipline. In addition, 
the students should master the skills to work as part of a group and contribute efficiently to the 
success of their teams. By working in groups, my goal is that students can motivate themselves 
to read, participate in solving problems, and contribute to the success of the group. I understand 
that leaders will immerge from each group and they will distribute the tasks between the group 
members and make sure task are accomplished.  Based on this brief introduction, my course 
objectives are as follows: 
(1) Understand the basics of heat and mass transfer 
The course will build on acquired knowledge from previous courses such as differential 
equations, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics to introduce mode of heat transfer including 
conduction, convection, and radiation. The concept of heat transfer will be applied to mass 
transfer with the introduction of simultaneous heat and mass transfer. 
(2) Link heat and mass transfer problems to different areas in agricultural and biological 
engineering 
The audience of this course are students with specializations in biological systems and 
agricultural engineering. There are specific problems in heat and mass transfer that can be linked 
to these specializations. For example, a problem will be solved for evaluating a degree of skin 
burn or cooling of a cooked potato. 
b) Expected course outcome
At the end of the course, students are expected to: 
i) Understand different modes of heat transfer
ii) Derive the three dimensional steady state heat conduction equation.
iii) Use of Heisler and Grober charts for solving the transient heat conduction equation.
iv) Understand the mechanisms of convection
v) Solve external and internal forced convection problems
vi) Understand radiation heat transfer and differentiate it from conduction and convection
mechanisms.
vii) Link mass transfer to the topic of heat transfer
viii) Solve a combined mass and heat transfer problem.
4. Teaching Methods/ Course Material, Structure, and Activities
a. Teaching Methods, Course Materials, and Activities Used
In preparing to teach BSEN/AGEN 344, Biological and Environmental Transport Processes, in 
the Spring semester, I chose to adapt a team-based learning approach, which I believe will be an 
effective technique for accommodating 62 students. The primary learning objective for 
BSEN/AGEN 344 is to develop an intuitive understanding of the physics needed for students to 
grasp the basic principles of heat and mass transfer.   Focusing on team-based learning as a 
transformative instructional strategy, specific strategies were developed for BSEN/AGEN 344. 
They were to:  1) assign the students into groups of 6-7 students with diverse skill sets and 
backgrounds to better engage them , 2) use Immediate Feedback Assessment Technique (IF 
SAT®) to track team’s learning, and 3) establish a yearly adaptive evaluation framework  to 
track and enhance student learning.  The team-based learning method, primarily used for courses 
with large enrollment, turns the majority of class time to group work instead of the traditional 
lecture series. Groups are expected to provide feedback on the technique twice during the 
semester where they will comment on the technique on note cards (pros on one side and cons on 
the other). 
A textbook was assigned for the course 
Text Book: Heat and Mass Transfer, Fundamentals & Applications, 4th Edition, Yunus A. 
Cengel & Afshin J. Ghajar. McGraw-Hill. ISBN 978-0-07-339812-9. 
Activities in the course include: 1) Homework (9), 2) Examinations (3), 3) Team readiness tests 
(~5), 4) Contribution to team 
b. Rational for Teaching Method
This is a high enrollment course with complex math. In examining different options for teaching 
the course,  I decided that dividing the class to several high efficiency cohesive groups will 
improve students learning and engagement in the course. Additionally, I can better monitor 
student’s learning this way by walk and talking to all the groups which is possible compared to 
talking to all the student’s individually. 
5. The Course and Broader Curriculum
The course is a challenging course for BSEN and AGEN students. It is a standard course for 
mechanical engineering students but students in our department are generally more challenged 
with the level of mathematical depth. Heat transfer describes the exchange of thermal energy 
between physical systems depending on the temperature difference and this is the main 
difference between heat transfer and thermodynamics which is concerned with the amount of 
heat transfer as a system undergoes a process from one equilibrium state to another. For this 
reason the science of heat transfer is necessary for the design and optimization of heat generating 
equipment from the design of a boiler to cooling of a computer chip or a patient radiofrequency 
coil for medical imaging. 
The topic of heat and mass transfer is offered to seniors in our department who already took the 
subject of thermodynamics.  The first task in the course is to educate students about the 
difference between thermodynamics and heat transfer. Heat transfer is a standard course in 
mechanical engineering with similar concepts. For this reason, our student cannot directly relate 
to the benefit of the subject. We start the course by solving relevant problems to their field 
including evaluating skin burn, freezing a chicken, or boiling an egg. These type of problem will 
allow the student to link the topic of heat and mass transfer to theirs discipline whether it is 
biomedical engineering or food processing. 
6. Analysis of Students' Learning and Student Peer-Assessment
a. Analysis of Students and Assignments
The student’s took three exams with a total weight of 60%, (see Appendix B for examples of 
exams). Prior to each exam, there was a review exam where groups used to solve the exam 
together using the Immediate Feedback Assessment Technique (IF SAT®), (see Appendix C for 
examples). This assessment technique allowed for in depth discussion within the groups so they 
do not lose any points and ultimately resulted in a better understanding of the course material. 
The actual exam was divided to two parts. The first part was a closed book exam that focus more 
on the physical meaning behind certain concepts in heat and mass transfer such as explaining the 
concept of greenhouse effect in radiation. It also included some in depth problems such as 
deriving the heat conduction equation from the first law of thermodynamic.  The second part of 
the exam is open book where the student can demonstrate their ability to solve more complex 
problems using numerical tables or charts. Only the book is allowed during the open book 
version and no other documents are allowed including class notes or homework solution. The 
second tool for analyzing student’s learning is weekly homework with a total weight of 25%, 
(see Appendix D for homework examples). The third assessment tool is group activity with a 
total weight of 10%.  In each lecture, the students are challenged with one or more problems and 
asked to solve it as a group. In order to encourage working effectively together as a team, 
significant credit (course points) are given for in-class problem-solving team activities. 
Additionally, a bi-weekly readiness test is assigned to the teams where each group is expected to 
read and prepare specific sections in the book. Finally 5% of the total grade is given to 
contribution to the team where I asked each student to assess peers contributions to the group by 
listing at least one strength and one weakness for each member as shown in the section below. 
b. Analysis of Grades and Grade Trends
The histograms for the three exams are shown below.  The trend moved from a left skewed distribution to 
a more normal distribution. This is also can be shown in the values of the standard distribution that 
decreased from 13.4 in exam 1 to 5.9 in exam 3. 
c. Student Peer-Assessment
Each student was asked to assess peers in his group by identifying a major strength and a weakness. Some 
students were not willing to criticize their friend, and their response to this exercise is listed in the table 
below 
BSEN 344 Teammates Pros and Cons 
 
TEAM 1 
 
Matt  
Pros 
MacKenzie always keeps productive 
Philip great understanding of the course 
Rebecca good handwriting and works well in group 
Felipe always upbeat and humorous 
David -- 
Riley good job keeping involved in group work 
Cons 
MacKenzie pay attention more to this class 
David speak up more in group work 
Rebecca need to take more lead in group work 
Philip need to speak up more in group work 
Riley sometimes need to trust yourself more instead of  
 bending to what others think 
Felipe need to show up on time 
 
Felipe 
Pros 
Rebecca really nice 
Riley really nice 
Matt really nice 
MacKenzie really nice 
Philip really nice 
David really nice 
Cons 
Rebecca nothing 
Riley relax a little more 
Matt nothing 
MacKenzie nothing 
Philip more talkative 
David falls asleep 
 
Philip 
Pros 
Rebecca well organized 
Matt good ideas 
David critical thinker 
MacKenzie well prepared 
Felipe relaxed 
Riley active in the group 
Cons 
Rebecca does too much 
Matt more active in group 
David more active in group 
Felip show up on time 
Riley more prepared for class 
Mackenzie pay more attention in class 
 
 
 
 
 
Rebecca 
Pros 
Riley very involved in group stuff 
Felipe comic relief 
Matt has good ideas 
Philip always has good input 
David really good memory 
Mackenzie always involved in group 
Cons 
Riley does not always bring her book 
Felipe try to be on time and stop sleeping 
Matt be less sarcastic 
Philip too quiet 
David try to stay awake 
Mackenzie be attentive 
 
Riley 
Pros 
Rebecca great handwriting 
Philip really smart, good memory 
David very adventurous 
Matt good input into solving problems 
Mackenzie works at a cool place (Bison Wiches) 
Felipe really relaxed and funny 
Riley good input 
Cons 
Rebecca makes strange noises 
Philip really quiet 
David not fall asleep in class 
Mackenzie be attentive 
Felipe be on time and not sleep in class 
Riley not always prepared 
Matt be less snarky in class 
 
David 
Pros 
Mackenzie good handwriting 
Matt always on time 
Philip good job with grades 
Riley good with calculator 
Rebecca good handwriting 
Felipe funny 
Cons 
Mackenzie never change 
Matt be more attentive 
Philip take more notes 
Riley participate more in class 
Rebecca teach me how to write better 
Felipe be on time 
 
  
Mackenzie 
Pros 
Matt hard worker 
Riley I like her water 
David rides his bike (very healthy) 
Philip critical thinker 
Felipe relaxed attitude 
Rebecca handwriting 
Cons 
Matt needs to be more attentive 
Riley too nice 
David be more attentive 
Philip be more attentive 
Felipe needs to be more punctual 
Rebecca be more attentive 
 
TEAM 2 
 
Luke 
Pros 
Zac good comprehension of material, able to apply 
Anna always willing to participate 
John well organized 
Cal dependable 
Elizabeth good comprehension 
Cons 
Zac could be more confident 
Anna could be more assertive of knowledge 
John sometimes unsure 
Cal not the most assertive 
Elizabeth couldhave more confidence in ability 
 
Calvin  
Pros 
Emily always participates in problem solving 
Zach always brings a fresh perspective when  
 approaching problems 
Anna is always the one to double-check calculations and  
 ensure answer is correct 
John is almost always the leader when solving problems 
Luke always helps to bring a critical analysis to the  
 problems 
Cons 
Emily could be more attentive in class – as could I 
Zach could help to explain his process better 
Anna could bring more of her input to problem-solving 
John could be a bit more neat with group work 
Luke could help to explain process better 
 
Anna 
Pros 
Zac makes sure he understands every step and helps  
 others understand 
John pays attention to detail 
Emily thinks of ideas when we get stuck 
Luke always brings his book (is prepared) 
Cal thinks of several ways to approach a problem 
 
Cons 
Zac can be too nice to tell you that your solution is wrong 
John sometimes thinks too long and runs out of time to 
 solve the problem 
Emily sometimes doesn’t know how to start the problem 
Luke can be stubborn that he is right 
Cal is not always on time 
 
Zac 
Pros 
John communicates well 
Anna nice, well prepared 
Emily Friendly, organized 
Luke understands material well 
Cal not afraid to ask questions 
Cons 
John could compromise more 
Anna could communicate more 
Emily could be interactive in group work 
Luke could write neater 
Cal could show up on time more 
 
John 
Pros 
Zac good teammate, analytically minded 
Anna always gives engineering paper, willing to write 
Cal positive, encouraging 
Luke very good with differentials, thinking through 
 problems 
Emily good team player 
Cons 
Zac could think faster to get problem done faster 
Anna could buy more engineering paper for us 
Cal could show up to class more, just a little 
Luke could write more for team problems 
Emily could talk through problem a little more 
 
Emily 
Pros 
Zach quietly participates, does a good job in group work 
Cal very friendly, participates in group work 
Anna participates in group work 
John extremely nice, listens to everyone 
Luke always gets the problem done 
Cons 
Zach prepare better for class 
Cal pay attention more during class 
Anna pay attention more during class 
John prepare better for class 
Luke prepare better for class 
 
  
TEAM 3 
 
Megan 
Pros 
Kelli comes prepared and on time 
Mitchell participates well in problem solving 
Alex listens well 
Grant very well prepared 
Tuan provides good problem solving insight 
Cons 
Kelli could speak up more in problem solving 
Mitchell could be more organized 
Alex could participate more in problem solving 
Grant sometimes is late for class 
Tuan could have bettern organization 
 
Mitchel 
Pros 
Megan always comes prepared 
Kelli helps well and often with all parts to team 
problems 
Grant good at talking through problems 
Alex on time 
Tuan great with math 
Cons 
Megan doesn’t like writing in group work 
Kelli sometimes quiet 
Grant OKish handwriting 
Alex not as involved as he could be 
Tuan not well organized 
 
Kelli 
Pros 
Mitchell good leader 
Megan good leader 
Grant good at derivations 
Tuan good at derivations 
Alex good team player 
Cons 
Mitchell prepare better for practice test/take better notes 
Megan  prepare better for practice test/take better notes 
Grant  prepare better for practice test/take better notes 
Tuan  prepare better for practice test/take better notes 
Alex  prepare better for practice test/take better notes 
 
Grant 
Pros 
Kelli participates in group 
Megan understands the material 
Mitchell understands the material 
Tuan good at deriving 
Alex participates in group 
Cons 
Kelli take better notes 
Megan study more outside of class 
Mitchell know the material better 
Tuan prepare better for class 
Alex come to class 
 
 
 
Alex 
Pros 
Mitchell good at collaboration work 
Megan very hard working 
Kelli prepared 
Tuan good group menter 
Grant smart 
Cons 
Mitchell pay better attention in class 
Megan work on group collaboration 
Kelli speak up in group work 
Tuan prepare better for class 
Grant pay better attention in class 
 
Tuan 
Pros 
Mitchell good speaker and motivates the group 
Kelli good thinker and inputs ideas on the problem 
Grant contributes a lot in gorup work 
Alex helpful and contributes to the group 
Megan hardworking and comes prepared 
Cons 
Megan she is smart but needs to speak up more 
Kelli she also needs to speak up more and be confident  
 in answers 
Grant needs to come to class early to work in group 
Alex needs to come to class early for group work 
Mitchell contribute more ideas 
 
TEAM 4 
Angel 
Pros 
Mallory good at solving problems 
Connor good grasp of concepts 
Riley good at volunteering to solve problems and 
 solving them. Good at Matlab 
Aaron great understanding of math behind word  
 Problems 
Ben very smart 
Cons 
I do not know these wonderful people well enough to critique 
them. I’m a non traditional student so I don’t spend a lot of 
time with the group. The time I have spent has been positive. 
 
Aaron 
Pros 
Mallory usually works hard 
Riley has good handwriting for a guy 
Ben feels a deep connection to inanimate objects 
Angel always comes prepared 
Connor has great handwriting for a guy 
Cons 
Mallory occasionally works too hard 
Riley locks himself out of his apartment 
Ben wears the same jacket every day 
Angel shows up late and leaves early 
Connor needs a haircut 
 
 
 
 
Ben 
Pros 
Connor knows content thoroughly and brainstorming 
 Solution 
Angel always prepared, knows material 
Aaron good at brainstorming through a problem 
Mallory good at following steps for problems 
Riley good at manipulating the analysis to find answer 
Cons 
Connor sometimes quiet, but usually not 
Angel can’t think of anything, honestly! 
Aaron mean to me, but we are great friends. 
Mallory Nothing! 
Riley Nothing! 
 
Connor 
Pros 
Angel always brings book, well prepared 
Ben contributes to discussion 
Aaron good leader, contributes a lot to discussion 
Riley prepared and good at solving problems 
Mallory writes our problems usually, intelligent 
 
Cons 
Angel misses class sometimes, quiet 
Ben doesn’t always pay attention 
Aaron has bad handwriting 
Riley too nice, easily distracted 
Mallory too nice, maybe easily distracted 
 
Riley 
Pros 
Connor excels at problem solving process 
Angel has excellent knowledge of equations and book  
 Material 
Benjamin strong input on problem solving process 
Mallory excels at drawing/developing problem diagrams 
Aaron excels at double-checking problem solving process 
Cons 
Connor not as vocal with input as he should be 
Angel could be more vocal with input 
Benjamin not always focused on the same portion of the  
 Problem 
Mallory doesn’t always seek input on problems from rest  
 of team 
Aaron handwriting can be difficult to read 
 
Mallory 
Pros 
Aaron very organized 
Riley contributes extra time to projects outside of class 
Ben always helps group problems 
Connor good at working w/other people 
Angel always ready for class and prepared 
Cons 
Aaron distracts me too much 
Riley not always concentrating 
Ben tall 
Connor kind of quiet 
Angel doesn’t participate full sometimes 
 
TEAM 5 
 
Jason 
Pros 
Mei friendly and generally helpful 
Hayden super smart 
Nick good sense of humor that makes him fun to work  
 with 
Emily hard working, writes everything 
Luke knows what he’s doing 
Cons 
Luke doesn’t show up sometimes 
Mei in a bad mood sometimes 
Hayden don’t know 
Nick I don’t know 
Emily not super friendly 
 
Hayden 
Pros 
Mei Always puts effort into understanding the material 
Emily Takes charge, writing assignments 
Jason Consistent contributor 
Nick Always insightful contribution 
Luke Very smart 
Cons 
Mei -- 
Emily -- 
Jason somewhat quiet in group discussions of the  
 problems 
Nick -- 
Luke needs to come to class more 
 
Linkai 
Pros 
Nick likes to contribute to the teamwork 
Luke likes creative thinking 
Jason likes to communicate with other group members 
Emily outgoing and leads the team most of the time 
Hayden strong differential equation problem solving skills 
Cons 
Nick tells bad jokes sometimes 
Luke doesn’t like to come to class 
Jason no 
Emily no 
Hayden no 
 
Emily 
Pros 
Nick providing input/direction 
Mei verifying the problem 
Jason following along with problem 
Hayden grasping idea of problem 
Luke working with others, friendly, smart 
  
Cons 
Nick sometimes chooses to go with everyone else  
 instead of voicing ideas 
Mei doesn’t provide much input while solving  
 problems 
Jason lacks ideas for problem direction 
Hayden soft spoken, sometimes ideas aren’t voiced 
Luke doesn’t’ go to class 
 
Nick 
Pros 
Hayden keeps us focused when doing problems 
Linkai enthusiastic 
Emily neat handwriting 
Jason good focus 
Luke smart 
Cons 
Hayden nothing really 
Linkai doesn’t appreciate my humor 
Emily well, maybe not that neat 
Jason nothing really 
Luke never here 
 
TEAM 6 
 
Tua 
Pros 
James particpates in all problem solving: good 
Jared solves most of the problems: excellent 
Ellen participates and writes the problems: great 
Ted ask questions and participates in problems: great 
Julia particpates in problem solving: good 
Tasneem solves and participates in problems: excellent 
 
Cons 
No negatives listed 
 
James 
Pros 
Ted good at helping keep team on track 
Tasneem helps organize group 
Jared works hard 
Tu helps provide multiple view parts 
Ellen has beautiful handwriting 
Julia helps organize 
Cons 
Ted so pompous 
Tasneem scheming eyes 
Jared late to class 
Tu no negatives; too perfect 
Ellen bad at drawing deer 
Julia could sometimes stay on track more (brings ? to  
 Class 
 
Julia 
Pros 
Ted answers questions in class 
Tasneem contributes work outside of class, good at 
  explaining things 
Jared helpful, explains a lot, contributes 
James contributes ideas in class 
Tu contributes ideas in class 
Ellen has really nice handwriting, always volunteers 
Cons 
Ted has small ears; distracts me during class 
Tasneem won’t let me take her out to lunch 
Jared is always late for class 
James has international book 
Tu doesn’t talk much 
Ellen distracts me during class 
 
Ellen 
Pros 
Julia she’s a great help calculating equations 
Ted he’s great at thinking critically and asks good  
 questions; he’s also good with differential  
 equations 
Tasneem she’s really smart and puts a lot of effort in  
 outside class time 
Tu he’s really smart 
James he’s really smart 
Jared he’s the smartest person I know and a great  
 leader 
Cons 
Julia sometimes she’s distracted 
Ted sometimes he’s distracted 
Tasneem nothing 
Tu he’s quiet 
James sometimes he’s distracted 
Jared sometimes he’s distracted 
 
Tasneem 
Pros 
Tu what he says has great influence on our work 
Ted provides great insight from other experiences 
Jared explains complicated concepts in a very  
 understandable way 
James listens to everyone 
Ellen facilitates the discussion greatly 
Julia funny  
Cons 
Tu quiet 
Ted is going to Brazil for the World Cup without me 
Jared comes late from the bus 
James quiet 
Ellen makes sure she understands all steps before  
 moving on 
Julia talks a lot 
 
  
Ted 
Pros 
Tasneem extremely smart; aids in team discussion 
Jared excellent leader in group 
James contributes to discussion 
Tu smart, offers ideas 
Julia very funny and engaging 
Ellen awesome handwriting 
Cons 
Tasneem didn’t wear green yesterday 
Jared late to class from bus 
James international book version, not USA 
Tu I didn’t know how to spell his last name 
Julia intermediate hair length, can’t decide 
Ellen hasn’t friended me on FB 
 
TEAM 7 
Ye Hui Zhang 
Pros 
Jake friendly, helpful, excellent communication skills 
Casey friendly, helpful excellent team leadership 
Austin friendly, helpful 
Michael friendly, helpful 
Bethany friendly, helpful 
Cons 
Jake being too smart 
Casey being too smart 
Austin being too smart 
Michael being too smart, missed a few meetings 
Bethany being too smart 
 
Jake 
Pros 
Ye Hui knows the info 
Bethany knows the info and tries hard 
Austin tries hard and cares 
Michael good attitude 
Casey seems to know the info 
Cons 
Ye Hui could work better in a group 
Bethany could try to include people a little better 
Austin seems to be lost sometimes 
Casey doesn’t say a whole lot 
Michael doesn’t say a whole lot 
 
Bethany  
Pros 
Ye Hui good at integrals 
Austin logical approach to problems 
Casey holistic approach to problems 
Michael happy person 
Jake knows what to do mostly 
Cons 
Ye Hui quiet, doesn’t contribute much, misses class 
Austin quiet, doesn’t contribute much 
Casey quiet, doesn’t contribute much 
Michael doesn’t come to class much 
Jake rushes through things 
 
 
 
Austin  
Pros 
Casey critical thinking 
Mike contributes good 
Jake critical thinking 
Bethany good leader 
Ye Hui contributes good 
Cons 
Casey quiet 
Mike bad attendance 
Jake nothing 
Bethany nothing 
Ye Hui bad attendance 
 
Michael 
Pros 
Jacob provides paper for group work, good teammate,  
 always has paper 
Casey good teammate 
Austin good teammate 
Bethany good teammate 
Ye Hui knowledgeable, good teammate 
Cons 
Jacob -- 
Casey quiet 
Austin quiet 
Bethany quiet 
Ye Hui rarely shows up 
 
Casey 
Pros 
Austin rectangular coordinates 
Mike differential equations 
Jake problem solving technique 
Bethany steady heat conduction 
Ye Hui a little of everything 
Cons 
Austin spherical coordinates 
Mike newest material 
Jake transient heat conduction 
Bethany cylindrical coordinates 
Ye Hui newest material 
 
TEAM 8 
Matt 
Pros 
Ellie very organized 
Brian good team player 
Ian good engineering logic 
Robert very mathematically talented 
Audrey great communication 
Cons 
Ellie improve upon mathematical skills 
Brian  improve upon mathematical skills 
Ian  improve upon communication skills 
Robert  improve upon communication skills 
Audrey  improve upon mathematical skills 
Ian Schuster 
Pros 
Robert always contributes 
Matt positive 
Audrey helpful insights 
Ellie willing to take charge 
Brian organized 
Cons 
Robert handwriting could be larger 
Matt gets distracted 
Audrey more confidence in self 
Ellie doesn’t speak up 
Brian getst distracted 
 
Brian  
Pros 
Audrey able to summarize very well 
Ellie writes out ALL notes/HW for group 
Matt able to get to the answer 
Ian gives good advice/has book open 
Bob knows how to do almost everything 
Cons 
Audrey not always in class 
Matt sometimes is sleepy 
Ian sometimes quiet 
Bob talks over the teacher 
Ellie handwriting is hard to read when she writes  
 Quickly 
 
Ellie  
Pros 
Audrey contributes to team morale 
Brian provides a different viewpoint 
Matt very good at thinking critical thinking 
Ian picks up the slack 
Robert great at solving differential equations 
Cons 
Audrey is not punctual 
Brian is quiet 
Matt is tired a lot 
Ian can be bossy 
Robert more communication 
 
Robert  
Pros 
Brian very careful 
Ellie organized 
Matt easy going 
Audrey happy, positive 
Ian practical-minded 
Cons 
Brian too nice; doesn’t lay down the law 
Ellie hesitant 
Matt sometimes doesn’t seem to care enough 
Audrey doesn’t speak up even if she is right 
Ian takes awhile to understand/hear 
 
Audrey  
Pros 
Robert has a good understanding of the material 
Matt hard worker 
Ellie is good at explaining things 
Ian keeps people on track 
Brian resourceful 
Cons 
Robert not good at explaining things 
Matt is not always in class 
Ellie handwriting 
Ian doesn’t hear what I say 
Brian gets distracted 
 
TEAM 9 
 
Brendan  
Pros 
Rachel organized and good at keeping group on task 
Amy organized, quiet, but will always have good ideas 
Chris always prepared, knows what to do at all times 
Rudy good at keeping us on track and not ? 
Eric has a good grasp on concepts 
Cons 
Rachel sometimes doesn’t know how to do a problem 
Amy sometimes too quiet, ? 
Chris can’t think of anything 
Rudy needs to know material better 
Eric needs to speak up and give more thoughts 
 
Eric  
Pros 
Chris Good with differential problems 
Rudy thinking through problem steps 
Rachel asks good questions (understands concepts) 
Brendan logical problem solving (step-by-step) 
Amy understands big concepts (good thought process) 
Cons 
Chris quiet (good ideas) 
Rudy rushes sometimes 
Rachel over thinks sometimes 
Brendan rushes sometimes 
Amy quiet (doesn’t voice ideas sometimes) 
 
Rachel  
Pros 
Rudy always willing to help 
Brendan leads discussion 
Chris always gets more done thoroughly and on time,  
 understands material very well 
Amy good matery of the book; knows where things are 
Eric good includer 
Cons 
Rudy rarely does pre-class work 
Brendan doesn’t take others input 
  
Chris doesn’t communicate his ideas until explicitly  
 asked 
Amy very quiet 
Eric very quiet 
 
Amy  
Pros 
Rachel good input, prepared 
Rudy good problem-solving techniques 
Chris prepared, has work done 
Brendan speaks up in class, good ideas 
Eric good input for solving problems 
Cons 
Rachel could involve other members more 
Rudy coud contribute more, quiet 
Chris quiet, could input more ideas 
Brendan could involve other members more 
Eric could contribute more, quiet 
 
Rudolph  
Pros 
Very talented people: 
Chris sits in row ahead of group and always works out  
 problems individually to validate group’s  
 procedures 
Amy always pays super good attention and takes good  
 notes so she always has solutions 
Rachel works super diligently on all problems and pays  
 good attention, which is great 
Brendan very knowledgeable and often takes control of  
 answering problems, which is great 
Eric very knowledgeable and usually has good answers  
 and help to provide 
Cons 
I have no constructive criticisms really, every individual in the 
group is talented and knowledgeable and offers a lot to the 
group. 
 
Chris  
Pros 
Brendan good problem solver 
Rachel good group organizer 
Eric good at helping come to correct solutions 
Amy asks the right questions 
Rudolph good communicator 
Cons 
Brendan takes charge of the group when it needs to be  
 equal input 
Rachel easily swayed to change answer even if she has  
 the correct solution 
Eric fails to add significant input 
Amy often quiet 
Rudolph sometimes doesn’t solve problems 
TEAM 10 
James  
Pros 
Tim hardworking 
Cole resourceful 
Spencer intelligent 
Katy organized 
Hillary personable 
Sara timely 
Cons 
Tim too goofy 
Cole sometimes off topic 
Spencer show up to class more 
Katy too driven/focused 
Hillary too nice 
Sara cares too much 
 
Spencer  
Pros 
James leader, takes the lead 
Tim personable and humorous 
Cole organized, summarizes important info 
Hillary responsible and prepared 
Katy organized, prepared and on task 
Sara willing to do the difficult tasks 
Cons 
James sometimes set in ways, close-minded 
Tim goofs around sometimes 
Cole not always focused on tasks 
Hillary quiet, won’t always speak up 
Katy too nice, won’t disagree 
Sara takes on too much sometimes 
 
Hillary  
Pros 
Katy good at teamwork 
Sara good leader 
James good time management 
Spencer hardworking 
Tim good at problem-solving 
Cole good at keeping us on task 
Cons 
Katy takes too much on by herself 
Sara could delegate more 
Spencer could be more involved 
James writes a lot, could delegate more 
Cole too focused on math part of problems 
Tim too focused on math part of problems 
 
Sara  
Pros 
Katy very organized 
Spencer works hard 
Hillary takes good notes 
James works very hard to understand material 
Tim contributes ideas 
Cole contributes ideas 
Cons 
Katy too driven 
Hillary too nice 
Spencer sometimes misses class 
James has sloppy handwriting 
Tim sometimes shows up late 
Cole too goofy 
 
Katy  
Pros 
Hillary takes good notes during class 
Sara prepares for class well 
Spencer contributes ideas to team problems 
Tim helps on team problems during class 
Cole contributes ideas to team 
James works very hard to understand material 
Cons 
Hillary sometimes too nice 
Sara sometime too driven 
Spencer sometimes misses class 
Tim sometimes comes late to class 
Cole too focused on ? of problem 
James make his handwriting neater 
 
Cole  
Pros 
Tim resourceful 
James hard worker 
Hillary timely 
Sara organized 
Katy great team player 
Spencer prepared 
Cons 
Tim close-minded 
James writes slowly 
Hillary reserved 
Sara too neat 
Katy quiet 
Spencer occassionally tardy 
 
Tim  
Pros 
Cole mathematician 
James determined 
Hillary team player 
Sara very encouraging 
Katy organized 
Spencer very prepared 
Cons 
Cole close-minded 
James too loud 
Hillary by the book 
Sara doesn’t share opinions all the time 
Katy quiet 
Spencer quiet 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Survey Results and Planned Changes
For this class, I decided to a class assessment after posting the grades. I felt this was the students 
will not be pressured to give me a favorable answer and it will results in improving the course. 
The assessment was informal and they can send it to me if they wish. The assessment questions 
as follows: 
The answers are shown in the graph below.  Only 10 students out of 62 replied to the questions. 
The majority of the students liked team based learning. One comment I received from 
accomplished students was “I did not like team based learning because it often times diffused a 
lot of responsibility to those that actually pay attention. (but in other cases it was nice to have 
ideas bounced off of them)”. To improve team based learning in the future,  I might divide the 
groups based on GPA. This way I can give the achieving groups more challenging problems and 
I can spend more time with the other groups to explain the material. 
1) I learned from the course
a) A lot, b) a little, c) none
2) I enjoyed the course
a) A lot, b) a little, c) Hated
3) Team based learning was
a) Great, b) Awful
4) My grade was
a) Fair, b) unfair
Appendix A: Syllabus and Tentative Schedule 
Title: AGEN/BSEN 344, Biological and Environmental Transport Processes 
Credit: 3 hours 
Description: Introduction to concurrent transport of energy and mass in biological and environmental 
processes.  Modes of heat transfer, steady and non-steady state heat conduction, convective 
heat transfer, radiative heat transfer, and heat transfer with phase change.  Introduction to 
equilibrium, kinetics, and modes of mass transfer, diffusion, dispersion, and convective mass 
transfer.  Includes soil freezing and thawing, energy and mass balances of crops, diffusivities 
of membranes, animal energy balances, respiration, and photosynthesis. 
Text Book: Heat and Mass Transfer, Fundamentals & Applications, 4th Edition, Yunus A. Cengel & 
Afshin J. Ghajar. McGraw-Hill. ISBN 978-0-07-339812-9. 
Time:      Tuesday and Thursday from 11:00 am -12:15 pm 
Location:         116 Chase Hall 
Instructor: Shadi Othman 
249 L.W. Chase Hall 
sothman2@unl.edu 
Office Hours: Wednesday 10 – 11 am and by appointment 
Teaching Assistants: Alex Daly 
Prerequisites: Math 221, BSEN 244 or MECH 200 
Co-Requisites: CIVE 310, MECH 310, or CHME 332 
Course At the conclusion of this course, students will be able to: 
Objectives: - integrate and extend the concepts of thermodynamics and fluid dynamics to the 
analysis of transport processes in environmental and biological systems; and 
- understand the limitations and applications of the solutions presented. 
Topics: Equilibrium, Energy Conservation and Temperature 
Modes of Heat and Mass Transfer 
Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions of Heat and Mass Transfer 
Steady State Heat Conduction and Mass Diffusion 
Unsteady State Heat Conduction and Mass Diffusion 
Convective Heat Transfer and Convective Mass Transfer 
Heat Transfer w/ Phase Change 
Equilibrium, Mass Conservation, and Kinetics 
Exam Exam 1: February 13, 2014 
Schedule: Exam 2: March 20, 2014 
Exam 3: May 1, 2014 
Method: The class taught as lecture series. Lectures will be held in Room 116 CHA. The class is 
divided to 10 teams where team members are assigned seating and expected to apply team 
based learning approach to further discuss concepts and solve quizzes and readiness tests.  
Use engineering paper 
Attendance Attendance will be taken and any student missing these classes may have 
their final grade lowered at the discretion of the instructors. 
Homework Homework assignments must be neat and completed according to the 
problem-solving format established for this course. All hand written 
homework must be done on engineering paper. Assignments must be turned 
in on or before the stated due date and time. Late assignments will not be 
accepted unless prior arrangements have been made. Some assignments will 
be turned in electronically. Requirements for that format will be discussed in 
class. 
GRADING 
Percent of Grade 
In general, the following grading 
system will apply: 
Homework (~9) 
Examinations (3) 
Team readiness tests (~5) 
Contribution to team  
25 
60 
10 
5 
100 
A+ 
A 
A- 
B+ 
B 
B- 
C+ 
C 
C- 
D+ 
D 
D- 
F 
97-100% 
93-96 
90-92 
87-89 
83-86 
80-82 
77-79 
73-76 
70-72 
67-69 
63-66 
60-62 
60< 
Supplies You are expected to provide engineering paper and a calculator with 
trigonometric functions. 
Student Conduct You are expected to follow the Student Code of Conduct as outlined in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. 
ADA Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact the instructor for a 
confidential discussion of their individual needs for academic 
accommodation. It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln to 
provide flexible and individualized accommodation to students with 
documented disabilities that may affect their ability to fully participate in 
course activities or to meet course requirements. To receive accommodation 
services, students must be registered with the Services for Students with 
Disabilities (SSD) office, 132 Canfield Administration, 472-3787 voice or 
TTY. 
Tentative Schedule for BSEN/AGEN 344
Week Date Lecture topic Reading Homework assinged on: Homework due on:
1/14/2014 Ch. 1 Introduction and Basic Concepts Ch1
1/16/2014
Ch. 1 Introduction and Basic Concepts
HW1: Problems; 1-18, 1-23, 1-32, 
2-18, 2-32
1/21/2014 Ch. 2 Heat Conduction Equation 2.2 & RT1
1/23/2014
Ch. 2 Heat Conduction Equation 2.4
HW2: 2-59, 2-60, 2-62, 2-83, 2-
85, 2-110 HW1
1/28/2014 Ch. 3 Steady Heat Conduction 3.1 & RT2
1/30/2014 Ch. 3 Steady Heat Conduction 3.5 HW3: 3-20, 3-29, 3-37, 3-73 HW2
2/4/2014 Ch. 3 Steady Heat Conduction 3.6
2/6/2014
Ch. 3 Steady Heat Conduction HW4: 3-76, 3-97 HW3
2/11/2014 Review (RT exam)
2/13/2014 Exam 1: (Ch.1 - Ch. 3) HW4
2/18/2014 Ch. 4 Transient Heat Conduction Ch.4 & RT3
2/20/2014 Ch. 4 Transient Heat Conduction HW5: 4-15, 4-21, 4-40, 4-47, 4-50
2/25/2014 Ch. 4 Transient Heat Conduction
2/27/2014 Ch. 7 External Forced Convection Ch. 7 & RT4 HW6: 4-63, 4-67, 4-70, 7-29, 7-44 HW5
3/4/2014 Ch. 7 External Forced Convection
3/6/2014 Ch. 7 External Forced Convection HW6
3/11/2014 Ch. 8 Internal Forced Convection
3/13/2014 Ch. 8 Internal Forced Convection
3/18/2014 Review (RT exam)
3/20/2014 Exam 2: (Ch. 4, 7,8,& 9)
3/25/2014 Spring Break
3/27/2014 Spring Break
4/1/2014 Ch. 12 Radiation Heat Transfer Ch12. & RT 5HW7: 12-18, 12-26, 12-31, 12-51
4/3/2014 Ch. 12 Radiation Heat Transfer
11
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
12
4/8/2014 Ch. 13 Radiation Heat Transfer
4/10/2014 Ch. 14 Mass Transfer Ch14 & RT 6 HW8: 14-7, 14-24, 14-37, 14-45  HW7
4/15/2014 Ch. 14 Mass Transfer
4/17/2014 Ch. 14 Mass Transfer HW9: 14-54, 14-57.14-132 HW8
4/22/2014 Ch. 14 Mass Transfer
4/24/2014 Review (RT exam) HW9
4/29/2014 Last week of classes
5/1/2014 Exam 3: (Ch. 12, 13, &  14)
13
14
15
16
Appendix B: Exam 1-3 Examples 
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